
At Planet Fastpitch we have a clear vision for our role to the game of softball.  As the best two weeks of the
summer are approaching with the Elaine Sortino Softball School right around the corner, I spend a great deal
of time preparing and reflecting. I, along with so many of our coaches and alums, was very fortunate to have
been mentored by Coach Sortino. There is so much of her essence woven into our culture and philosophy at
PFP. Camp is a very special time because we can talk about her legacy while creating a platform for our
athletes to become strong-willed and fearless leaders.

Elaine Sortino was one of the greats. Winning 1185 games at the helm of UMass Softball, Coach was passionate,
persistent and polished. She worked. Hard. She cared. Deeply. And she studied. Constantly.     

Coach would always say, “The more I learn, the dumber I feel."

What made her a champion was not a fixed mindset. In fact, it was the complete opposite. Her mindset was
that of growth. During each season, Coach had great conviction about how she wanted her team to perform
both mechanically and competitively. But what most people didn’t see was her insatiable desire to turn over
every rock and find something better. She was in constant pursuit of more efficiency, more speed and more
power. She was an investigator who interviewed coaches and athletes for just a morsel of information that
could bring her closer to knowledge.  

Coach would also always say, “The day I think that I know everything is the day I should retire."

Elaine Sortino believed that intellectual complacency often stemmed from the “one hit wonders” and was the
root cause of many failures. She refused to settle in with something that might have won a championship years
ago. She embraced change. She reinvented herself annually. She won. And she created one heck of a culture
around all of that.  

As I navigate my career and lead PFP, I carry these principles very close to my heart while I seek like-minded
researchers, medical professionals and coaches who can challenge me. Check out my team at On Base
University. http://www.onbaseu.com/about  Trust that it’s not a sign of weakness if you choose to learn
something new. It doesn’t mean you were wrong…it means you are a bright light who is willing to grow. Never
be afraid to fail. That’s often where you find the most knowledge.

Here’s to a great summer for all of you who are out there playing, coaching, parenting and umpiring! And
here’s to incredible weeks at the Elaine Sortino Softball School!

My best to you,
Denise 
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RISE BALL

1150+ RPM for magnus effect
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MAX SPIN RATE
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LOW TO HIGH TRAJECTORY
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SPEED: 54MPH OR HIGHER

SPIN: 1140RPM OR GREATER

TRAJECTORY: LOW TO HIGH 

WORKS TOP OF THE ZONE & OVER THE BARREL

EXTREMELY DECEPTIVE AS MOST HITTERS DO

NOT HAVE HIGH REPS STORED IN DATABASE

HITTERS ARE PROGRAMMED TO TRACKING BALLS 

 THAT ARE FALLING INTO GRAVITY 

GREAT SET UP OR FINISH PITCH

THE BENEFITS
 

PICK A GRIP THAT OPTIMIZES SPIN

WRIST MUST BE SUPINATED ON ENTRY TO

RELEASE 
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BODY AT RELEASE

STRONG RESISTANCE FROM FRONT SIDE 

PITCH CUES



STAFF HIGHLIGHT

 On Saturday, May 29th, 2021, softball history was made. At 2:00 in the afternoon, the number 1 seed, the Oklahoma Sooners,

faced off against the number 16 seed, the Washington Huskies, in the second game of the NCAA Division I Super Regionals.

However, this game had larger-scale implications as it marked the first time in history a college softball game was

broadcasted on a major national broadcast network— ABC. Previously, college softball had only been broadcasted on paid

television networks, such as ESPN2, or networks dedicated explicitly to college sports, such as ACCN. This left many fans

who were unable to afford to pay for these additional networks or whose television providers did not cover them having to

scavenge for clips of these games online. This also prevented college softball from being discovered by a broader audience,

one who might just be flipping through the most popular channels.

On May 29th, however, college softball made its ABC debut, allowing a more vast audience than ever before to watch the

Sooners battle against the Huskies. The game was a very enticing one to watch, and according to Jenni Carlson from The

Oklahoman, "ABC couldn't have picked a better game." In her article, "'Just that good ': Sooners put on a show in college

softball's first network broadcast," she elaborates, "The Sooners put on quite a show." With 11 hits, Oklahoma generated 9

runs in only 5 innings to run-rule Washington in a 9-1 game. Most notably, sophomore Jana Johns scored a two-run home run

in the third inning, propelling the Sooners to a 4-0 lead. One inning later, senior Jocelyn Alo scored another two-run home

run, bringing the score to 6-1, with the Sooners still in the lead. After a game full of offense from Oklahoma, ultimately ending

in a run-rule, college softball fanatics and casual ABC viewers alike were sure to be amazed.

Although just one game, the face-off between the Sooners and the Huskies meant more than one can fathom for the future

of college softball. The game was broadcasted for a large audience across the United States, and, for many people, it was

their first introduction to this level of play in softball. Young girls were able to look up to their role models from their

televisions in their own homes, and those who had never taken a particular interest in the sport were given a fiery

introduction. Not only did this game impact college softball massively, but it was a step in the right direction for all women's

sports. Compared to men's sports, women's sports are less televised, the athletes are not treated correctly, and many at the

professional level are not paid as well for putting in just as much effort as their male counterparts. Broadcasting a college

softball game on a major national network opens a door for this sport and all other women's sports; it is only the beginning of

the journey, the genesis of the venture.

Article Written by Kaitlyn Pristawa, Planet Fastpitch Class of 2022

Playing Career:UMass-Amherst:
2006-2009, Stratford Brakettes:
2006-2018, Chicago Bandits: 2009,
Team USA: 2009-2010, ECPW: 2014-
2016
Years at PFP: 22
Fun Fact:   I LOVE to Bake! I started
pitching because I thought it was
cool to stand next to the pitching
machine in little league.
Pitching Philosophy:  Be
competitive. Know your strengths
and weaknesses. And when all else
fails, beat them with your best pitch.
Advice for Players: Always keep your
goals in mind. Ask yourself, “What can I
do today to get at least 1% closer to that
goal?”
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AVG FOR CHAMP SERIES:

AVG FOR CHAMP SERIES:    
1,840,000
1,840,000                  15%15%

AVG FOR 17 GAME TOURNEY:

AVG FOR 17 GAME TOURNEY:  
1,203,000
1,203,000                    10%10%

VIEWERSHIP
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SLEEP IS THE #1 PERFORMANCE
ENHANCER AND IGNITES REST &

RECOVERY. 7-10 HOURS A NIGHT IS

OUR GOAL.

 

RECOVERY QUICK TIPS
 

EXTREME HEAT= HYDRATE WITH WATER PLUS AN

ELECTROLYTE DRINK (EX: PROPEL), NOT JUST H2O.
 

CHOCOLATE MILK POSTGAME: DRINK 8OZ WITHIN

30 MINS OF LAST CONTEST TO KICKSTART

RECOVERY PROCESS. ALL THE BENEFITS OF A MEAL

AND WE HAVE A SMALL WINDOW TO CREATE OUR

IDEAL RECOVERY TIMELINE.

RESOURCES & TIDBITSRESOURCES & TIDBITS

CHAMPS & RECORDSCHAMPS & RECORDS
OKLAHOMA'S CHAMPIONSHIP RUN
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OU BROKE 8 NCAA SINGLE SEASON OFFENSIVE RECORDS
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OU HIT 44% OF THE HRS HIT AT WCWS (15)
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PART-TIME ROLE PLAYER TO BREAKOUT STAR:

PART-TIME ROLE PLAYER TO BREAKOUT STAR:  

  MACKENZIE DONIHOOO
MACKENZIE DONIHOOOALO TEACHES MASTER CLASS ON RUN PRODUCTION WITH

ALO TEACHES MASTER CLASS ON RUN PRODUCTION WITH

NATION-LEADING 34 HOMERUNS, 2ND IN RBI'S WITH 89

NATION-LEADING 34 HOMERUNS, 2ND IN RBI'S WITH 89

EARNING WCWS MVP, G JUAREZ, FINISHES 5-0 AT THE SERIES.

EARNING WCWS MVP, G JUAREZ, FINISHES 5-0 AT THE SERIES.

LET'S TALK JMU,WHO ISN'T?LET'S TALK JMU,WHO ISN'T?
UNSEEDED TO 4TH PLACE FINISH!UNSEEDED TO 4TH PLACE FINISH!

LAUNCHED TO STARDOM:LAUNCHED TO STARDOM:    ODICCI ALEXANDERODICCI ALEXANDER

# OF PITCHES THROWN: 1057# OF PITCHES THROWN: 1057

RECRUITED BY....ONLY JMU!RECRUITED BY....ONLY JMU!    

GREATEST TEAM ACCOMPLISHMENT-GREATEST TEAM ACCOMPLISHMENT- INSPIRED A NATION INSPIRED A NATION

OF SOFTBALL PLAYERS, FANS AND SOON-TO-BE FANS!!!OF SOFTBALL PLAYERS, FANS AND SOON-TO-BE FANS!!!

MEEKS FOR PRESIDENT???MEEKS FOR PRESIDENT???
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Where did you attend college and where are you now?

I attended the United States Military Academy, also known as Army West Point.

I am now fulfilling my service requirement as an Army Combat Engineer Officer at Fort Bliss in El Paso, TX.

What is your chosen career path?

I am currently an Army Combat Engineer Officer, but I would love to get back into softball through coaching after my service.

What is one thing you have learned at PFP that helps you now?

At PFP I learned how to be my own biggest advocate. If I am not, who else will be? I learned to be confident and raise my hand high and

proud when I have something to say. Denise told us that if we are going to raise our hand after being asked a question and we barely

raise it above our shoulder, why raise it at all? Now I am sitting in conference rooms at work, often the only female at the table, and I

continue to raise my hand high. I am not afraid to ask questions or give my input when prompted. At PFP I learned that all questions are

valid, and if you have a question, the person next to you probably has the same one. Be the person who speaks up and enables the entire

group to learn. The second thing I learned at PFP (because I couldn’t just pick one) is that the hard work and preparation I put in during

the offseason pays off in the big moments. The countless repetitions I complete when no one is watching is what gives me the ability to

be confident in myself when the game is on the line because I am prepared and can trust the hard work that I have put in. I heavily rely

on hard work and preparation each and every day. Whether it is having my bags packed and lunch made for work the night before, or

training for an Army school. When I am prepared there is less to stress about when it is time to get a job done whether that is in life or

on the softball field.

What is something that we might not know about you?

I did gymnastics for 12 years growing up!

Explain to PFP Nation what you do for our country.

As I mentioned earlier, I am an Army Combat Engineer Officer. We are the enabling force for maneuver units such as infantry and

armor. The engineer branch is extremely diverse. We train to clear routes of explosives, create obstacles to deter an enemy, destroy

enemy obstacles to allow our forces to move forward, utilize demolition, dig fighting positions to protect our forces, and shoot and

maneuver out of a Bradley armored vehicle.

What are two daily habits that help you do well in high pressure situations?

1. As a leader, those who follow you will always emulate the energy you put out. If you are stressed and clearly show that through

your actions and emotions, everyone else will stress out as well. If you take a second to analyze the stressful situation and make a

simple step by step plan to work through, you will be able to give calm and collective guidance. Those around you will not stress because

they see your sense of control and know they can trust you to handle the situation Those around you will perform better and the job will

get done more smoothly. I practice this daily whether it be in through tough conversations or when a lot is being asked of me at work.

As soon as I begin to feel stressed, I remind myself to take a deep breath, remain clam, and make a plan on how to conquer that stress.

When I was pitching, I would take a deep breath before every pitch and consciously drop my shoulders with it. While doing that I would

go through a small list of what I needed to do to execute the pitch. For example, “land firm, snap hard, stay tall.” By doing this routine

every pitch, I was forcing myself to think about the next pitch and forget about the last. It also helped make high pressure situations

seem less daunting because as soon as I would start to overthink and stress out, I had my routine to fall back on to settle down and

simplify the game.

2. Take care of your body and mind. I do my best to eat well, stay hydrated and get plenty of sleep whenever possible. If I feel

energized and prepared physically, I have more confidence in myself to execute in stressful situations- feel good, play great! In terms of

taking care of my mind, I journal. I write down the big events of each day and how they affected me. By taking time each day to self-

reflect, I teach myself how I want to adjust myself talk or actions in a similar situation in the future. I am also checking in with how I am

doing emotionally while I write and cater to those feelings, whether it be additional rest, stretching, reading a good book or needing to

watch a comedy before bed. I do all of this to make sure the next day I am able to give others the best version of myself.

PFP is responsible for so much of my growth and development as an athlete and as a person. It also gave me so many great friends

that I still remain in contact with. I am extremely grateful for all PFP has given me and love to give back in any way that I can. Please feel

free to reach out to me at renee.poirier9@gmail.com if you are looking for any mentorship or have any questions, but you are in GREAT

hands with Denise! Keep working hard!

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

RENÉE POIRIERRENÉE POIRIER

mailto:renee.poirier9@gmail.com
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TEAMUSA ROSTERTEAMUSA ROSTER

MONICA ABBOTT

ALI AGUILAR
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ALLY CARDA
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RACHEL GARCIA

HAYLIE MCCLENEY

MICHELLE MOULTRIE
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BUBBA NICKLES
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JANIE REED
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KELSEY STEWART
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KEEP THE GAMES COMING!KEEP THE GAMES COMING!

TUESDAY, JULY 20-
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FOLLOW

PFP SUMMERPFP SUMMER
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ELAINE SORTINOELAINE SORTINO
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TOTAL SKILLS

JULY 2021!
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